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1. ANALYSTS PART - 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This part covers the training modules aimed towards the security analysts that will be using the tools 

to assist then in their duties and investigations up. 

The minimum specifications for a computer that will be used to run the training environment are: 

 A 64bit CPU with virtualization support enabled, 

 At least 12 GB of RAM, 

 Installed a recent version of VirtualBox40 in the main operating system of the computer, 

 40 GB of free disk space (SSD recommended). 

1.2 CREDENTIALS 

The following table gives an overview of the credentials that are needed to access the different 

systems and tools in the exercises. 

Exercise System URL Username Password 

All Training VM - enisa enisa 

MISP admin MISP1 https://misp.enisa.ex  admin@admin.test admin 

MISP admin MISP2 https://misp2.enisa.ex  admin@admin.test Str0ngP@sswd! 

MISP analyst MISP1 https://misp.enisa.ex admin@admin.test FirstInstancePassword! 

MISP analyst MISP2 https://misp2.enisa.ex admin@admin.test SecondInstancePassword123! 

Elasticsearch Elasticsearch http://elasticsearch.enisa.ex  - - 

Elasticsearch Kibana http://kibana.enisa.ex  - - 

TheHive TheHive http://thehive.enisa.ex  admin admin 

TheHive Cortex http://thehive.enisa.ex admin.enisa.ex admin 

TheHive Cortex http://cortex.enisa.ex  admin admin 

IntelMQ IntelMQ http://intelmq.enisa.ex  - - 

IntelMQ Honeypot http://honeypot.enisa.ex  - - 

 

                                                           
40 Oracle VirtualBox virtualisation software can be downloaded for free from this website: https://www.virtualbox.org/  

https://misp.enisa.ex/
https://misp2.enisa.ex/
https://misp.enisa.ex/
https://misp2.enisa.ex/
http://elasticsearch.enisa.ex/
http://kibana.enisa.ex/
http://thehive.enisa.ex/
http://thehive.enisa.ex/
http://cortex.enisa.ex/
http://intelmq.enisa.ex/
http://honeypot.enisa.ex/
https://www.virtualbox.org/
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2. MISP ANALYST 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Parameter Description Duration 

Main Objective 

MISP analyst workshop introduces trainees to basic MISP usage concepts. The 
concepts that will be described include creating and publishing events, adding 
attributes, searching through events, intel correlation, usage of galaxies and 
taxonomies. 

- 

Targeted Audience Exercise is dedicated to members of SOC/CERT/CSIRT teams.  

Total Duration 1,5 hours 90 minutes 

Time Schedule Introduction to the exercise 10 minutes 

 Events 60 minutes 

 Galaxies 10 minutes 

 Taxonomies 15 minutes 

 

This exercise is designed for the analysts willing to expand their knowledge about MISP use cases 

and overall usage. 

Credentials to the Virtual Machine (VM): enisa:enisa 

2.2 PRECONFIGURED STATES 

For exercise purposes, we prepared two states of the exercise that you can install by following the 

instructions provided in the next section. 

2.2.1 misp-bare 

This state consists of two MISP systems. One (MISP1: https://misp.enisa.ex) is not configured at all. 

This represents the state after admin configuration. 

 There are taxonomies and galaxies downloaded. 

 There are multiple events imported from open source of events. 

 One account is available with username: admin@admin.test and password 

FirstInstancePassword!. 

Another instance (MISP2: https://misp2.enisa.ex) contains data and minimal configuration. 

Credentials: admin@admin.test:SecondInstancePassword123! 

For easier use of both instances, you can run two browsers in the VM (at least one in incognito 

mode) and then login to both MISPs at the same time. 

2.2.2 misp-configured 

This represents both MISP instances in the state after the exercise is finished. Follow the steps below 

to get to this stage from the misp-bare snapshot state. 
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2.3 PREPARATION 

Now we will prepare the exercise environment on the Virtual Machine (VM). 

2.3.1 Environment setup 

To enable the exercise that contains the two MISP instances, navigate to the following folder using 

the console in the VM: 

 /opt/enisa/trainings-2019/analyst/misp  

In that folder, type the following commands 

./reset_data.sh and then ./start-exercise.sh. 

The environment is ready when the prompt returns, it can take a while for the exercise to start 

depending on your virtual machine processing power. 

2.3.2 Resetting your progress 

If needed you can use the following steps to reset any progress you made during the exercise. It is 

important to stop the exercise by issuing the following command: 

helm delete <id> 

Where id is the chart id that can be obtained with the following command: 

helm ls. 

After that do a reset of the progress you made by executing the following script: 

reset-data.sh 

2.3.3 Login in MISP1 

Log into your organisation’s MISP instance with a web browser (https://misp.enisa.ex). This instance 

is only accessible from within the provided VM. 

We will start by explaining what events are and what you can do with them. 

2.3.4 Events 

Events are the core of any MISP instance. They allow you to manage, share and enrich your own 

intelligence data and that of other organisations. 

A quick overview of the events view is presented in the image, taken from the MISP book 

https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/
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Figure 3: Events view from the MISP book 

 

 

A detailed description on how to add an event is described below. 

2.3.5 Adding events 

To begin, we need to create a new event. To do so, we click the Add Event option when on the 

Events list view: 

 Event Actions -> Add Event 

Here a short description of some of the parameters associated with creating an event  

 Distribution: defines how far in the chain of synchronized MISP instances the event is 

going to be published. In practice, this can be defined as the number of hops that the event 

is going to make before not being distributed further. 

- This organisation only (0 hops): only for the organisation of the user that adds the event. 

- This community only (1 hop): all organisations inside the current MISP instance gets the 

event. 
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- Connected communities (2 hops): every organisation that is integrated with one of our 

synchronized organisations. 

- All communities (infinite hops): any organisation in the chain of connected organisations. 

 

 Analysis: defines if the event is in ongoing analysis or if its analysis has already been 

completed. 

 

 Threat Level: defines level of “importance” of the event. To be interpreted as only a hint for 

the partition; the exact meaning can vary from organisation to organisation. 

- Undefined: No risk 

- Low: Mass malware 

- Medium: APT malware 

- High: Sophisticated APT malware or 0-day attack 

 

 Event info: description of the event, ideally with concise info of what happened and/or what 

the event is about. This is important as this can help other analysts to improve their 

understanding of the exact details of the event. On the other hand, we want it to be concise 

so it is easily readable by others. 

 Extends event: MISP allows for correlation of events so in this field you can put UUIDs of 

other events that correlate to this incident. 

After creating an event, we are redirected to the details view. Here we can add tags, attributes, 

related events, correlations and so on. 

Attributes are a very important part of an event; they contain information such as Indicators of 

Compromise (IoC’s), Command & Control Server (C&C) addresses, md5 hashes, or other additional 

information. Many types of attributes exist 

2.4 EXERCISES 

2.4.1 Exercise 1 - Adding an Event 

Imagine that you have observed a new malware sample inside your organisation. It was not able to 

infect any of the hosts inside your organisation but you collected the sample and started the analysis. 

Information about the sample can be found in the REPORT.pdf file. 

Read the report and try to add an event to your MISP instance that describes all of the information 

contained in the report. Make use of the correct tags, taxonomies and attributes. 

If you are stuck, below are the exact instructions of how it can be done:  

 Go to Event Actions -> Add Event, and fill the fields appropriately. 

 The Date, Event info and Analysis fields are obvious. 

 We set threat level and distribution according to the descriptions presented in the previous 

chapter. (2.3.5). 
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For easier grouping and correlation, we should add a tag describing the malware family; we can just 

put emotet inside the Add a tag form. 

There are multiple options to choose from and ideally, we should add all of those that describe it as 

emotet. 

Another important tag to set is the TLP tag, it describes sharing permissions of the intel according to 

the Traffic Light Protocol41.  

  

 
If you choose the misp-galaxy:tool="Emotet" and click submit you can observe that no tag was 
added. What actually happened is that you have added the event to the emotet galaxy. You can 
observe that further down on the screen. 

 

   
 
More details about galaxies can be found in the next sections. 

                                                           
41 https://www.first.org/tlp/  

https://www.us-cert.gov/tlp
https://www.first.org/tlp/
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Last of the important things to do is to add some attributes describing the event. The Attributes 

section is located at the bottom of the page. 

 

  

 
To add a new attribute, you should click the + sign in the top left corner. You will be presented with 
the following form: 
 

   
 
 
For example, to add the sha256 checksum of the sample, you should fill the fields of the form in a 

similar way as presented in the image below: 
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Now try adding the rest of the attributes on your own. 

This should result in the attributes section looking like this (your result may vary):  

  

 

As you can see, attributes have tags and galaxies sections as well, this allows for better 

granularity in describing the event and payloads associated with it. 

Click around and explore. Try to find tags or galaxies useful for attributes you have just added. 

When you make appropriate changes to the event and you consider your work to be complete, 

you can share it with other organisations by clicking on Publish event on the left panel. 

Now let us see how the event presents itself on the events list.  

 Event Actions -> List Events 

2.4.2 Exercise 2 - Search and Correlation 

In this exercise, we will focus on search and filtering abilities of MISP. The experience gained 

from working with events obtained in previous the exercise will come in handy. 

Try to find all unclassified events in MISP that may be correlated in any way with the event you 

added in the previous exercise. There are multiple ways to correlate in MISP. Through search, 

Correlation Graph, Related Events view or in the Attributes view. 

What related events were you able to find? 

If you are stuck, below are some tips of how it could be done. 

Search can be found in the Event List view, accessible by Event Actions -> List Events. 

NOTE: all events on the list are actually from different organisation than ours. Our 

organisation is called MY-SUPER-CERT and the feed inside the MISP instance is from 

organisation ORGNAME.  

 In the Search field you can enter any value from the attribute and all the associated 

events should be presented. 

 Try 6de788187b9a790f0a378b94f02582e1453d4f77f5ac4c742c7ffc4bef0ea157 

 Or 104.199.245.51. 
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 Keep in mind that this can sometimes take a little bit longer (for large datasets). See 

what other related events you can find with this method. 

 

View Correlation Graph can be found in event view on the left side. 

In this case, we can easily see an event that shares two attributes with the one we created. You 

can expand nodes by selecting them and pressing Ctrl+x. 

This powerful tool enables you to investigate whole clusters of malware. Try to click around and 

see what else you can find. 

  

Related Events can be found in event view on the right side on the top. Without performing any 

actions, you can see here potentially related events based on attributes.  

 

By searching and correlating you can clearly see how powerful and important attributes entered 

into MISP instances are. 
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2.4.3 Galaxies 

You previously already encountered a galaxy; below you can find a description on how they 

work. 

In MISP, galaxies are used to express a large object called cluster. They are formed by 

elements (key:value pairs). Default vocabularies are available in the MISP galaxy but they can 

be overwritten, replaced or updated. 

To add a galaxy to the event go to the detailed event view of the event you created in the 

previous chapter. Then scroll down to Galaxies and click on Add. Choose All namespaces, in 

Select an Option and select an appropriate malware type and family, then click Submit. 

 

2.4.3.1 Examples of galaxies 

Here we list some examples of potentially interesting galaxies: 

 Ransomware: galaxy with information on ransomware campaigns and families, based 

on https://goo.gl/6e3wia   

 Threat actor: characteristics of malicious actors and/or adversaries. 

 Exploit-kit: list of some well-known exploit kits used by threat actors. The list includes 

document, browser and router exploit kits. It is not meant to be exhaustive but aims to 

cover the most seen exploit-kit based threats in the past 5 years. 

2.4.4 Taxonomies 

You already used a taxonomy before: TLP, below you can find description on how they work. 

A taxonomy is a group of „machine tags” used to tag events and attributes. Every tag is 

composed of a namespace (mandatory), a predicate (mandatory) and a value (optional). 

Example: osint:source-type=”blog-post” (osint - namespace, source-type - predicate, “blog-post” 

- value). 

These machine tags are often called triple tag due to their format. In MISP, there are several 

taxonomies ready to use, but users can also create their own ones. 

As with galaxies, we can try them out in our event we created earlier. Find your event in List 

Events view once more. 

Look at the List Events view to see your event now having more information available. 

2.4.4.1 Popular taxonomies 

 TLP (Traffic Light Protocol): classification of sensitive information distribution. There 

are 4 TLP levels42: 

 TLP: RED personal for named recipients only, 

 TLP: AMBER limited distribution, 

 TLP: GREEN distributed for particular community, 

 for unlimited distribution. 

 osint:  Open Source Intelligence - Classification (MISP taxonomies) 

 malware_classification: classification based on different categories. It is in line with 

this posting: https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/incident/malware-101-

viruses-32848 

                                                           
42 https://www.first.org/tlp/  

https://goo.gl/6e3wia
https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/incident/malware-101-viruses-32848
https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/incident/malware-101-viruses-32848
https://www.first.org/tlp/
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3. LOGS ANALYSIS 
ANALYST 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Parameter Description Duration 

Main Objective 

This exercise will present advanced tools for analysts that simplify log 
management and incident handling. The tools - most notably, IntelMQ and 
Elasticsearch - will be introduced at the beginning, and then they will be tested in a 
scenario closely resembling a real world exploit hunting case. 

- 

Targeted Audience 
The exercise is dedicated to CSIRT/SOC staff responsible for monitoring and 
incident analysis 

 

Total Duration 2 hours 120 minutes 

Time Schedule Introduction to the exercise 30 minutes 

 IntelMQ getting started and initial configuration 30 minutes 

 Exercises: hunting exploits using available tools 60 minutes 

 

This is an independent scenario focused on analysis, correlating and monitoring of logs collected 

through various systems and sources. 

Trainees will have a chance to learn about a wide range of well-known software that is very useful 

during malware analysis, and to see how a pre-defined combination of common tools works in 

practice. 

3.2 OVERVIEW OF INTELMQ 

 

IntelMQ is a message queue for CSIRTs, SOCs and other security teams designed for collecting and 

processing security feeds. It is a community project, designed and used mostly by European 

CERTs/CSIRTs. 

IntelMQ’s main strength is the backend queue, but it also features a dedicated web-UI that greatly 

simplifies configuration management. 
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IntelMQ has 4 types of entities: 

 Collectors, that produce messages and pass them further into the system. 

 Parsers, that convert unstructured data into structured messages. For example, you can 

use them to parse publicly available feeds into a format that IntelMG will understand. 

 Experts, that operate on parsed data and enrich or change it. For or example deduplicator, 

or revdns experts. 

 Outputs, that send parsed data to other systems. 

In this exercise, we are using five different bot-types: 

 File Collector: collector that cyclically reads data from a file on the disk and passes the 

data into the system 

 JSON-Parser: parser that reads JSON-serialised messages from input and converts them 

into a structured format understood by IntelMQ. This allows other bots to “understand” the 

meaning of JSON fields. For example: RevDNS expert needs to know which field 

corresponds to IP to do its work. Assigning such meaning to fields is a job for a parser. 

 Abusech-IP-Parser: another parser but this one was created for a specific feed - 

AbusechIP43. 

 Deduplicator-Expert: with multiple feeds as input sources, duplicated events can become a 

problem. In our exercise scenario, we only have two data sources, but in real world 

situations, one often works with dozens of feeds. Deduplicator keeps events in a temporary 

database for a configurable amount of time, and drops already seen events. 

 Elasticsearch-Output: quite straightforward: it stores processed events in a configured 

Elasticsearch database. 

How can it be useful for analysts? A very common use case for a SOC or CSIRT is the monitoring of 

multiple feeds, and reacting to them. 

                                                           
43 https://abuse.ch/  

https://abuse.ch/
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In many cases, the actions can become a bit repetitive. For example, imagine multiple external feeds 

of malicious domains and IPs (IntelMQ supports many such data sources). Common operations 

include domain resolving, geo-IP lookup, filtering based on the geo-IP country or TLD, finally de-

duplication, and reporting by saving output to a file, email, webhook or database. 

All these actions and much more can be automated by IntelMQ. Time saved thanks to this will quickly 

dominate the initial time investment spent for configuring and testing the pipeline. 

In this exercise, we will look at one such pipeline and follow the actions of a hypothetical analyst. 

3.3 CONFIGURE THE EXERCISE 

3.3.1 Ensure that DNS is configured properly 

Ensure that DNS is configured properly, and subdomains of .enisa.ex exist: 

$ dig -ta +short intelmq.enisa.ex 

127.0.0.1  # or any other valid IPv4 

$ dig -ta +short kibana.enisa.ex 

127.0.0.1  # or any other valid IPv4 

3.3.2 Apply the helm configuration file 

cd /opt/enisa/trainings-2019/analyst/intelmq/ 

$ helm install intelmq/ 

3.3.3 Completion of the installation 

It can take up to a few minutes before all the tools are downloaded and ready. 

3.3.4 Ensure that Elasticsearch works correctly 

Point your browser to http://intelmq.enisa.ex. You should see the following: 

 

If you see nginx 503 error instead, you have to wait a bit longer. 
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3.3.5 Ensure that Kibana works correctly. 

Point your browser to http://kibana.enisa.ex: 

 

 

Or use the command line: 

$ curl kibana.enisa.ex/ -v 

* Connected to kibana.enisa.ex (195.187.123.210) port 80 (#0) 

> GET / HTTP/1.1 

> Host: kibana.enisa.ex 

> User-Agent: curl/7.58.0 

> Accept: */* 

>  

< HTTP/1.1 302 Found 

< Server: nginx/1.15.10 

< Date: Tue, 02 Jul 2019 06:28:35 GMT 

< Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8 

< Content-Length: 0 

< Connection: keep-alive 

< location: /app/kibana 

< kbn-name: kibana 

< cache-control: no-cache 

< 

HTTP 302 Found means that everything is working correctly. 
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3.4 GET FAMILIAR WITH INTELMQ 

In this exercise, we will create a simple IntelMQ pipeline. We will retrieve data from our local 

simulated honeypots, from freely available IP blacklists, de-duplicate the results and save them all to 

the Elasticsearch database. 

3.4.1 Get familiar with the pipeline 

Look at the pipeline configured in your IntelMQ instance: 

 

 

There are two collectors: File-Collector and File-Collector-2. 

File-Collector is the first one. It reads the http_logs.json file. You can preview that file by opening 

/opt/enisa/trainings-2019/analyst/intelmq/shared/http_logs.json with your favourite text editor. After 

reading it, this file is parsed by the JSON-Parser to the structured format understood by IntelMQ. 

The second collector is File-Collector-2. It reads a blacklist.txt file (you can find it in the same 

directory). After reading it, this data is parsed by a dedicated parser (Abusech-IP-Parser). 

The Deduplicator-Expert de-duplicates all these sources, and the de-duplicated results go straight to 

the Elasticsearch-Output. Deduplicator has a temporary database where it keeps all events it has 

seen for a configurable amount of time (a common setting is 24h or 48h). When the same event goes 

through deduplicator multiple times, all but the first occurrences are dropped. This helps to reduce 

noise if we are reporting results of the pipeline to external organisations. 
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3.4.2 Start the botnet 

By default, the pipeline is stopped. You can check its status by going to the management tab: 

 

 

Start the IntelMQ botnet by clicking the play button on the left. If everything goes fine, the result 

should look like this: 

 

 

You can inspect a bot’s status by clicking on it. For example, you can read its logs and ensure that 

there are no unexpected errors: 
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3.4.3 Familiarise yourself with the honeypot 

There is a honeypot running in your network. You can visit it by opening the following URL: 

http://honeypot.enisa.ex/ in your browser. 

This honeypot is powered by the Snare project. Snare is the successor of the Glastopf project44. It is 

a scalable web application honeypot, attracting malicious agents and logging the interesting events. It 

is not doing any analysis - this job is forwarded to the Tanner. Tanner’s job is to evaluate Snare 

events, serve dorks, and to adopt and change responses, to maximise attack surface4546. 

Visit http://h oneypot.enisa.ex/ now. You should see the following empty-looking website:

 

Refresh the webpage a few times. 

Now take a look at the /opt/enisa/trainings-2019/analyst/intelmq/shared/snare.log file. You should see 

logs similar to the following: 

2019-09-10 16:14:45 INFO:snare.server:handle_request: Request path: / 

2019-09-10 16:14:45 INFO:aiohttp.access:log: 10.1.1.1 [10/Sep/2019:16:14:45 +0000] "GET / 

HTTP/1.1" 200 1422 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; rv:68.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/68.0" 

2019-09-10 16:14:45 INFO:snare.server:handle_request: Request path: / 

2019-09-10 16:14:45 INFO:aiohttp.access:log: 10.1.1.1 [10/Sep/2019:16:14:45 +0000] "GET / 

HTTP/1.1" 200 1362 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; rv:68.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/68.0" 

2019-09-10 16:14:46 INFO:snare.server:handle_request: Request path: / 

2019-09-10 16:14:46 INFO:aiohttp.access:log: 10.1.1.1 [10/Sep/2019:16:14:46 +0000] "GET / 

HTTP/1.1" 200 1362 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; rv:68.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/68.0" 

2019-09-10 16:14:51 INFO:snare.server:handle_request: Request path: / 

2019-09-10 16:14:51 INFO:aiohttp.access:log: 10.1.1.1 [10/Sep/2019:16:14:51 +0000] "GET / 

HTTP/1.1" 200 1362 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; rv:68.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/68.0" 

This means that SNARE is working and collecting logs correctly. 

Unfortunately, there is no built-in support for SNARE logs in IntelMQ (adding new bot types is beyond 

the scope of this exercise). 

                                                           
44 http://mushmush.org/  
45 https://snare.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html  
46 https://github.com/mushorg/snare  

http://h/
http://mushmush.org/
https://snare.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
https://github.com/mushorg/snare
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We need to convert them to json format first. In order to do this, go to the /opt/enisa/trainings-

2019/analyst/intelmq/shared directory and type: 

 python3 parse_logs.py snare.log snare_log.json 

If you take a look at the snare_log.json now, you will see the same data, but in the .json format. 

IntelMQ will automatically pick up this data, parse it and send it through the pipeline. 

3.4.4 Take a look at the data 

Elasticsearch is a very popular NoSQL database, used across many industries. It is fast, scalable, 

and it’s main and original strength was fast search including full-text searches. 

This speed does come at a cost though. Elasticsearch needs a lot of RAM, and its query language is 

quite limited. For example, aggregations, subexpressions and joins are not available directly (or are 

very limited). 

This is very different from SQL databases, whom allow programmers to write arbitrarily complex (but 

potentially slow) queries. Filtering on complex predicates in Elasticsearch is usually done by 

precomputing before inserting the data and adding results as additional fields. 

Kibana is a web UI for the Elasticsearch database. It can be very useful for browsing and 

understanding the data you are dealing with. 

First, open http://kibana.enisa.ex in your browser. You should see this form: 
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You may notice a generic let's get started message instead: 

 

In this case, click the Explore on my own button. You might also want to ensure that you have started 

the IntelMQ pipeline, and that it is running. 

Now click on the management tab and create an index pattern. In order to do this, enter IntelMQ as 

an index pattern name. 

 

Then select time.observation as a time filter field, and then finally click Create index pattern: 
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You can browse the data in the Discover mode: 

 

 

Remember to change the time range in the upper right corner - the default is 15 minutes. 

Change it to something much longer, for example: 1 year. 

 

 

The real strength of Kibana are its visualisations. Let us create a simple visualisation. First, select 

Visualise from the left:
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And select area chart: 

 

 

Then pick IntelMQ as an index (it is the only option) and add a bucket for the X-axis: 
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Date Histogram is a good choice for aggregation, and time.observation is the only available date 

field. Just pick some reasonable values for interval (for example, Daily or Weekly). 

 

 

Confirm with the “play” button above: 

 

 

 

You should see a graph similar to this one: 

 

As you can see, request count distribution is not even. This means that we have more requests on 

some days than the others. 
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3.4.5 Exploit hunt 

Let us use our instinct to find potential exploits in the indexed data. 

For example, we can search for suspicious request paths. Let us use a simple Lucene47 query in 

Kibana for that. 

What is Lucene? It is a search engine software library originally written in Java. It is used in many 

search projects, most famously Apache Solr. However, Lucene is not only a library; its query syntax 

is quite simple, and allows operators to easily select the data they are interested in. Because of this, 

the Lucene query language became adapted by multiple software projects, including Elasticsearch 

and MWDB48. 

There are multiple ways to write a Lucene query: 

 To do a free-text search, just enter a text string. For example: cgi-bin. 

 To search for a value in a field, enter field name and expected value, separated by a colon 

character. For example: destination.urlpath: "cgi-bin". 

 Instead of a specific value, you can search for a range of values using bracketed squares. It 

is best explained using an example: destination.port: [1 TO 1024] 

 You can also combine multiple conditions using AND and OR operators. For example, 

destination.port: [1 TO 1024] AND destination.urlpath: "cgi-bin". 

More documentation can be found on the Elasticsearch website: 

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/7.4/query-dsl-query-string-query.html#query-

string-syntax 

Select Discover in the menu on the left, and type destination.urlpath: "cgi-bin" in the big search box 

on the top. This will allow us to find all URL paths with cgi-bin as a URL component. The result 

should look like the next page. 

                                                           
47 https://lucene.apache.org/  
48 https://www.cert.pl/en/news/single/mwdb-our-way-to-share-information-about-malicious-software/  

https://www.elastic.co/
https://mwdb.cert.pl/
https://lucene.apache.org/
https://www.cert.pl/en/news/single/mwdb-our-way-to-share-information-about-malicious-software/
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The /cgi-bin/ folder is a traditional location for CGI scripts. CGI is a very dated technology, one of the 

first methods used to create interactive websites. CGI scripts are often written in insecure languages 

and buggy, which makes them a common target of exploits. Our honeypot obviously has no CGI 

support, so we know that all the CGI requests are malicious and probably an exploit attempt. 

3.4.6 Exercise 1 

Another commonly exploited endpoint is /wp-admin (wordpress admin interface). Find all requests 

directed to wp-admin. Are they suspicious? Why? 

3.4.7 Exercise 2 

Data from the honeypot looks a bit different. For example, POST and GET parameters are saved:  
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Filter by requests that have some data submitted. Add a filter, this time using an UI. 

First, click the “Add a filter” button: 

 

 

Type “extra.params.submit”, or select it from the list: 

 

Pick the option “exists”, and click “save”:  
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When you browse the results, you will soon find one with a login attempt - like the following one: 

 

 

Let us use this one to find a list of passwords used by criminals for their brute-forcers. We will filter 

only for results with extra.params.login. This time we will add a filter even more directly, by clicking a 

button next to the result: 

 

 

The results are filtered correctly, but there is too much data to Grok4950: 

 

 

                                                           
49 Grok is a Logstash filter plugin that can parse unstructured log data into something more structured and better suited for 
querying. 
50 https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/logstash/current/plugins-filters-grok.html  

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/logstash/current/plugins-filters-grok.html
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To fix this problem, select proper fields in the field selection box and click add. Do this for 

extra.params.login and extra.params.password: 

 

 

The result should look like this: 
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Can you tell what kind of attack against the web application is attempted here (hint - it is one of 

OWASP top10 attacks)? What are the countermeasures against this attack? What are the possible 

repercussions? 

Find a few most commonly attempted passwords. Are they strong or weak on average? Do you think 

that a company policy with a blacklist of forbidden passwords is a good idea? If yes, which freely 

available data sources or APIs would you use to get a better list of easily crackable passwords? 

Prepare a short advisory for your constituency. It should contain a warning against this kind of 

attacks, and specific details for this campaign, including a list of most common attempted passwords. 

3.4.8 Exercise 3 

Now let us look at the comments. Remove the filters and selected fields. 

Add a field extra.params.commend and add a filter to select only messages with an 

extra.params.commend field. The result should look like this: 

 

Can you tell what kind of attack against the web application is attempted here (hint - it is one of 

OWASP top10 attacks)? What are the countermeasures against this attack? What are the possible 

repercussions? 

Most attacks have only local code, but some exploit attempts are referencing an external server. Find 

URLs of the external servers used in the attack. 

Prepare a short advisory for your constituency. It should contain a warning against this kind of 

attacks, and specific details for this campaign, including a list of servers used by the attackers. 
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4. THEHIVE ANALYST 

4.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 

Parameter Description Duration 

Main Objective 
This exercise introduces TheHive - platform supporting incident handling. Trainees 
are going to get familiar with TheHive, Cortex and related concepts. 

- 

Targeted Audience The exercise is dedicated to (new) CSIRT staff involved in incident handling.  

Total Duration 1,5 hours 90 minutes 

Time Schedule Introduction to the exercise 20 minutes 

 Task 1: Understanding general workflow of TheHive 15 minutes 

 Task 2: Get familiar with TheHive interface 15 minutes 

 
Task 3: Performing an investigation of provided case by creating tasks, enriching 
data using Cortex analysers and discussion on obtained results. 

40 minutes 

 

In this part of the exercise, you will be introduced to TheHive51  – a platform for incident handling 

dedicated for Security Operational Centres. TheHive provides an efficient platform for multiple users 

to investigate cases in parallel. The software has built-in tools for data enrichment and automatically 

correlates tags and observables. You will learn about the components like Cortex and analysers. We 

will also synchronize TheHive with MISP52. 

TheHive uses Elasticsearch as its database. In the training environment, the Elasticsearch instance 

used by TheHive is storing its files on another Kubernetes53 container. Such a setup allows restarting 

TheHive container without losing data (that normally happens to all changes that were made inside 

the container). 

Cortex54 is the environment for small worker applications called analysers. These applications can 

be invoked in a number of ways – from TheHive, from the Cortex web interface (using the Cortex 

REST API) or using the Cortex4py library. Many analysers come shipped with Cortex, but it is very 

easy to create new ones using any programming language. 

4.2 TASKS: 

To start learning environment execute following commands once you boot the virtual machine (VM 

user: enisa, password: enisa): 

 cd /opt/enisa/trainings-2019/analyst/thehive  

and then 

 ./start_exercise.sh.sh (sudo pass: enisa) 

                                                           
51 https://thehive-project.org 
52 https://www.misp-project.org 
53 https://kubernetes.io 
54 https://github.com/TheHive-Project/CortexDocs 
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And wait for the following message “Your environment is up and ready!”  

If you want to start the training all over again, you need to execute ./stop_exercise.sh and then 

./start_exercise.sh.sh 

4.2.1 General workflow 

Important concepts that will help you understand the workflow in TheHive include: 

 case – it is the root object of investigation, 

 task – one or more tasks can belong to a case. 

 observables – added during the investigation, similar to MISP attributes, can be marked as 

Indicators of Compromise and sighted. 

 alerts – security events, which can be imported e.g. from MISP 

General workflow is shown on the following graph: 

  

The idea shown here is that in order to perform investigation, you need to create tasks (those can be 

separated between analysts) and tasks should result in getting new information and this should be 

put into the TheHive (as observables or notes). Once new observables are added, we can enrich 

those using analysers to widen our understanding of the situation. 
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4.2.2 Let’s get into UI! 

Login to TheHive instance at thehive.enisa.ex to an admin account (login admin, password admin). 

Note: if you encounter SSL warning, you can ignore it, as this is a training environment. If you see a 

50x error, wait a few seconds and refresh the page. 

Let us focus on observables for a while. They can be of different types (IP, domain, hash, URL, …) 

and some of them can be flagged as IoC (Indicator of Compromise) or additionally tagged. 

Each observable must have defined TLP (Traffic light protocol55) and a tag or description (or both). 

Observables can be exported in various formats, including MISP and analysed using Cortex 

Analysers. 

4.2.3 Hands-on 

Find an important alert in TheHive (triage). Alerts are coming from MISP events (because integration 

is configured and enabled). 

The most relevant event corresponds to a report describing a campaign targeting the CSIRT’s sector. 

Phishing email and other IoCs are included in the original event. Import it as a case by clicking the 

“Preview and import” icon on the right side. Then scroll down and click “Yes, Import” with the “Empty 

case” option. 

Then create two tasks for investigating both IP addresses that are added as observables. To do so, 

go to the “Tasks” tab and create one by one by clicking on “Add Task”. 

One task will concern C&C IP address (Command and Control) and the second will be about IP 

addresses used for recon. You can fill the “Task group” field e.g. “data enrichment”. Task groups can 

help better understanding what this particular task is about. Keep in mind, that those two tasks could 

be assigned to two analysts and performed simultaneously.  

We will utilize Cortex to get more information about the incident observables in an easy way. 

Supporting datasets are provided: logs in Elasticsearch (containing information about who accessed 

our CSIRT website) and the ipasn database (matches particular IP addresses to the AS number that 

they are assigned to).   

First, start a task concerning IP address used for recon (you can tell which one it is by reading a 

description when you put the cursor over IP). Click “Start” and run analysers against that IP. To do 

that, go to observables tab, click on [ip]: 215[.]148[.]86[.]190 and scroll down to the list of analysers. 

Then click on all red icons in “Actions” column to start analysis. Results can be obtained by clicking 

on the analysis date; json returned from the analyser script can be seen by clicking “Show raw 

report”.  

Discuss: What is the result of analysis? Did you obtain any additional information?  

Add them as notes in the task, set up a “Has been sighted” and then close the task. 

Next, start another task and proceed with the same steps as with the previous IP. Run analysers and 

see if there is any additional info. Pay close attention to retrieved the AS number. Add it as another 

observable as it is related to the case. To do that, go to observables tab, click “Add observables”, 

select “other” from the type dropdown and paste “AS327712” at “Value” field.  

                                                           
55 https://www.us-cert.gov/tlp 
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Write a short description and submit by clicking “Create observable(s)”. Now click on the ASN 

observable and check if there is a related case. If there is, check that case and try to gain more 

knowledge from it. 

When you are done, add notes to the task and close it. 

 

Conclude the investigation by exporting IoC’s to MISP by clicking “Share” and “Export” in a popup 

window. 

Now you’re ready to close the case in TheHive by clicking the “Close” button in the Case header, 

selecting appropriate status, writing a brief summary and clicking “Close case”. 
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